The effect of foot reflexology on pain and physiological parameters after cesarean section in patients referring to Alzahra educational center in Rasht

Protocol summary

Summary
Introduction: Pain is a common phenomenon after all surgical operation. Acute and unrelieved pain can cause physical and mental complications, delayed recovery and prolonged hospitalization. Although using analgesia is usual to relieve pain, its complication, unavailability, necessity of taking low drug, especially analgesia, and also ineffectiveness of using analgesia alone, to relieve pain has focused today's nursing system on complementary treatments and Nonpharmacological Interventions. One of these methods is foot reflexology, so this study was to investigate the effect of foot reflexology on pain and physiological parameters after cesarean section in patients undergone cesarean section. Methods and materials: This clinical trial study was carried out on 62 women who referring to cesarean section in Alzahra Hospital (Rasht city) . They were randomly divided into two groups of case and control. The reflexology group received a 30-minute foot massage in two sessions, with 24-hours interval. Data gathering tool included a demographic form, step-visual analogue scale, pain score and physiological parameters form, and indicator and chronometer. Data were analyzed with descriptive and analytic statistic tests in 15th version of SPSS. Results: There was no demographical difference between two groups and they were matched completely. In case group, severity of pain after first stage of foot reflexology was lower than control group. The severity of pain after second stage was significantly reduced in case group in compare with control group. After first stage of foot reflexology in case group, systolic blood pressure decreased and after second stage if increased, but average of pain intensity showed no significant difference assumed with control group. The mean of pulse rate, after both first and second stage, decreased significantly, but there was no significant difference between groups. Diastolic blood pressure and respiratory rate did not vary between case and control groups. Conclusion: Pain severity was lower in case group after both first and second stage. In case group, systolic blood pressure decreased after first stage and increased after second stage significantly. In general, foot reflexology appears to be a useful method for reducing pain in patients. So according to effectiveness of food reflexology in pain reduction and some physiologic parameters and by considering its advantages, we can conclude that the results introduce a pain relief method for surgical nurses. Keywords: Cesarean section, Foot, Massage, Pain, postoperative, Palliative Care
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[Public title]
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[Inclusion/Exclusion criteria]
Inclusion criteria: 1- spinal anesthesia 2- not having hysterectomy and tubectomy 3- having fanshatanal surgery cutting 4- having healthy foot 5- not having reflexology history 6- not addict (sedative, alcohol and...) 7- not having problem in visual and verbal 8- orientation to time and place 9- not having chronic pain exclusion criteria: 1- severe complication such as: sever bleeding, edema, acute infection, not contraction after operative, not having bs 2- need to ICU AND CCU 3- not willing to participate in research
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pain, physiological criteria, cesarean
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xv 000-099
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082/0

[Primary outcomes]
1

[Description]
pain, physiological criteria

[Timepoint]
pre and post (reflexology)

[Method of measurement]
vas instrument, sphyngomanometer, hand

[Secondary outcomes]
1

[Description]
pain, physiological criteria

[Timepoint]
24 hours after primary reflexology

[Method of measurement]
vas instrument, sphyngomonometr, hand

[Intervention groups]
1

[Description]
at first, if VAS was 3 and higher, patient entered in research process, then patient divided two group (control and case), in the case group, reflexology implemented and then pain and physiological criteria measured and
after 24 hours, again pain and physiological criteria (pre and posttest) measured in the control group, not having reflexology, and all parameters measured in same time such as casegroup.
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